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Abstract: The paper presents an application for automatically classifying emotions in film music. A
model of emotions is proposed, which is also associated with colors. The model created has nine
emotional states, to which colors are assigned according to the color theory in film. Subjective tests
are carried out to check the correctness of the assumptions behind the adopted emotion model. For
that purpose, a statistical analysis of the subjective test results is performed. The application employs
a deep convolutional neural network (CNN), which classifies emotions based on 30 s excerpts of
music works presented to the CNN input using mel-spectrograms. Examples of classification results
of the selected neural networks used to create the system are shown.

Keywords: film music; emotions; machine learning; music classification; subjective tests

1. Introduction

The problem of classifying emotions in music, initiated in 1936 by Kate Hevner, is
a constantly developing field of science. The difficulty of detecting emotions in music
is related to the subjective nature of the problem. The development of research on this
subject was undoubtedly an inspiration for creating a separate field of science; many
studies on this subject show a multitude of possible approaches and solutions by using
different classification algorithms, different work databases, and different input data for
the algorithms.

Music is an inseparable part of a film. It occurs alongside spoken dialogue and acoustic
effects, with which it forms a coherent sound layer. It is also worth mentioning silence,
which influences the way we perceive the surrounding sounds. Film music is characterized
by its subordination to the content of the film, which makes its character change along
with the mood of the scenes. For the same reason, it has a fragmentary character, as is the
case with autonomous music. Film music introduces the viewer to the atmosphere of a
given film, and it reflects the emotional states and feelings of the characters. At the same
time, it comments on and interprets the events, often conveying to us some content that is
not clearly apparent from what is viewed on the screen. Music also provides continuity
between shots, matching the rhythm of the film editing. So, the main functions of film
music are commentary, history supporting, atmosphere creating in a scene, and emotion
evoking in viewers. Determining the emotions contained in film music is challenging but
worth pursuing, as this may be used as a tool by filmmakers and composers to enhance the
created picture with music.

Overall, there is a strong thread related to music emotion retrieval seen in the literature,
which is called music emotion recognition (MER) [1], as there is a need for such applica-
tions in many areas, including music recommendation, streaming, and music discovery
platforms, e.g., last.fm, iTunes, Spotify, etc., and filmmaking. The research studies engage
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machine learning approaches, employing baseline algorithms [1–4] and, more recently,
deep learning [5–7]. They are conducted on excerpts or whole music pieces, parametric or
2D representations; i.e., spectrograms, mel-spectrograms, mel-cepstrograms, and chroma-
grams [8–10]. Different databases for music pieces are used—moreover, the music genre,
mood, or culture are taken into account. Overall, the researchers are outdoing each other,
proposing new emotion models and derivations of those already proposed. In addition,
music streaming portals are attracting users through the ability to match music to one’s
interests or emotional state/mood [6,11,12].

As already mentioned, today’s mainstream of MER employs deep learning and vari-
ous models of neural networks (NNs). The motivation to use NNs lies in their construction;
these networks are made of artificial neurons inspired by the action of biological neu-
rons [13]. Such a model is able to simulate the operation of processes in the human brain.
Over the decades, many research studies were carried out to understand how music affects
humans by enhancing or stimulating specific emotions [13–15]. The aspect of its impact on
people is well-known, but how it happens is still scientifically unexplored. The issue of
automatically classifying emotions in music is visible both in the literature [16–19] as well
as in technology [16]. This provides the background of the research carried out in this area.
Therefore, some of the works are summarized in Section 2, showing examples of emotion
models and their classification. The consecutive sections focused on our study.

The aim of our study is twofold. The first part of the work presents an Internet-based
questionnaire form built for the purpose of assigning emotions and colors to a given film
music excerpt (see Section 3). Based on the survey, the model of emotions used in the
Epidemic Sound dataset is mapped to the proposed emotion model consisting of nine
perceptual labels: energetic, aggressive, sad, scary, depressive, calm, relaxing, joyful, and
exciting, which are correlated with colors. These are emotions that are strongly related to
the psychology behind filmmaking. In the survey, 15 s excerpts of music tracks are assigned
to a specific emotion, and one color label is used in the created model. Then, in Section 4, the
results of the survey tests are shown along with a statistical analysis to check the validity
of the emotion model proposed. It should be noted that using complementary colors
and emotions in film music is highly important, as both are employed by the filmmaker,
film producer, and music composer to magnify the message that is contained in the film
narration. Film characters, their relations and encounters, the chronology of events, and
their durations, the narrative space—all of these are underscored by music.

The second goal is to build a deep model for assigning an appropriate emotion to a
particular music excerpt. To achieve this goal, a dataset of film music, including 420 music
pieces, is created. Then, a script is prepared to generate mel-spectrograms on the basis
of 30 s excerpts and save them in the form of .png files. The next step is to select several
convolutional neural network (CNN) models that can accept 2D representations as input.
From the various available neural network models proposed by the Keras platform, five are
chosen that meet the above condition. The training process is divided into several stages,
in which the accuracy of the models is checked. In the end, the CNN characterized by
the highest accuracy is selected for the final tests. Section 5 contains deep learning-based
details of emotion classification. In addition, an application to classify emotions from
a chosen film music track is created, and an example of its working is shown. Finally,
conclusions are derived, and future work is outlined.

2. Related Work
2.1. Emotion/Mood Representation

In the literature concerning the classification of emotions, two main approaches are
distinguished [3]:

• Categorical—emotions in models are described using labels that can be further divided
into appropriate classes;

• Dimensional—emotions are defined on the basis of their location in a designated space.
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One of the examples of the representation of emotions in the categorical model is the
list of 66 adjectives proposed by Kate Hevner, which are divided into eight groups. The
groups are shown in a circle; groups with opposite meanings lie opposite each other [20].

The Thayer model is the most simplified version of the two-dimensional model of
emotions. The x and y axes indicate the level of stress and energy, correspondingly. Stress
is a variable concerning negative and positive emotions; energy is a variable of calm or
more upbuilding emotions. The resulting four regions on the plane can be divided into
exuberance, anxiety, depression, and contentment [21,22].

Another one of the dimensional emotion models is the Russell model [23,24]. The x
and y axes describe valence and arousal; each of the emotions contained in the model is a
separate point with its own specific coordinates. The representation of Russell’s model in
the literature is defined by presenting 28 adjectives describing emotions in 2D.

The Tellegen–Watson–Clark model shows high positive affect and high negative affect
as two independent dimensions, whereas pleasantness–unpleasantness and engagement–
disengagement represent the endpoints of one bipolar dimension [25,26].

Plewa and Kostek introduced a color-shaded model that smoothly passes from one
color to another, which is contained in a palette distributed over a circle [27,28]. An
important part of this emotion model is a label referring to the cross-section of x and y
coordinates, which are called ‘neutral’ (see Figure 1).
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Their observations from subjective tests led to the conclusion that it is challenging to
determine the intensity of emotion/mood on a fixed, discreet scale. At the same time, test
participants pointed out that the transition between emotions should also be blurred. All
of these remarks lead to the idea of fuzzifying the boundaries in the proposed model of
mood. A model with fuzzified boundaries of emotions and fuzzified intensity of mood is
presented in Figure 1.

The users taking part in the experiments described this projection as more intuitive,
and this is coherent with the intuitive concept that there are no crisp ranges representing
mood and emotions; in contrast, the transition area is rather blurred. This is also closely
related to a human’s perception of music and leaves space for interpretation. Due to the
fuzzification that occurs in two dimensions—intensity of mood and transition between
emotions—the model based on fuzzy logics should also be two-dimensional.

Overall, one can see a plethora of emotion models also used in music emotion recog-
nition (MER) [4,17,18]. However, the authors of the presented study decided to use their
own description and assignment of emotions. This is because of the specific relationship
between film music, associated color, and the emotions that are evoked by them. The
proposed model is employed to develop an application aiming at the automatic assignment
of emotions to film music, based on a deep learning model. This is to compare whether
the subjects participating in the survey assign a piece of music to emotions similarly as a
neural network does.
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2.2. Emotion Classification

In the literature, one can come across rich and varied approaches to classifying emo-
tions in music. The differentiation between the works depends mainly on the adopted
recognition methods and algorithms, starting from the classification based on a complete
piece of music or its excerpt, going through a varied selection of audio signal representa-
tions designated for a variety of algorithms. Representation methods can be divided into
the preparation of raw sound samples, 2D representations of music (e.g., spectrograms,
cepstrograms, chromagrams, etc.) [7,29,30] and musical signal parametric form, i.e., feature
vector (e.g., a vector of mel-cepstral coefficients or MPEG-7-based parameters) [14,15,17].

Deep learning models are one of the popular methods used to carry out emotion or
affect recognition. This can be a crucial task if recognition of a human emotional state is an
integral part of the task being automated by an algorithm. This is a rapidly developing part
of machine learning-related research. Usually, a whole set of deep learning paradigms is
applied at once in models intended to recognize emotions in audio-visual media. Examples
of such are convolutional network models, recurrent long short-term memory deep neural
networks, transformers and stacked transformers, etc. [31–34]. Emotion recognition is
often performed on audio-visual recordings, conversational data (both transcribed and
recorded ones), facial expressions, and recently employing EEG data [31,35–37]. They also
often involve multimodal analysis, as such an approach makes it possible to benefit from
the information gathered from multiple sources (modalities) [35,38]. Emotion recognition
is becoming critical in the context of many technologies employing human–computer
interaction [39]. Taking into account the emotional state of a human using such an interface
may increase the ease of use and improve the experience of such a system user. This may
be especially important if such technologies are used in places requiring assessment of
people’s well-being and healthcare—for instance, in a smart monitoring system for patients
needing constant attendance [40,41] and techniques used for tracking and maximizing
students’ engagement in the learning process [42]. In addition, possible use in the arts is
an interesting application, as such a system may be used to recommend songs or movies
based on the emotional state of the person using such a system [43].

An approach of training a neural network with data obtained from raw, unprocessed
sound was proposed by Orjesek et al. [17]. The algorithm used convolutional network
layers connected with layers of a recursive neural network. The authors of the work
focused on the classification of emotions based on the valence-arousal dimensional model
of emotions. The algorithm of the first layer separated features from its own input audio
file using a 5-millisecond time window. In this way, eight feature maps were obtained,
which were then processed and prepared from the obtained data for the recursive part of
the system. To prevent the network overfitting, the dropout technique was used, which
excludes some neurons from selected layers in subsequent learning iterations. Two values
were returned from the last layer of the network: valence and arousal [17]. A database
of musical excerpts, i.e., MediaEval Emotion, consisting of 431 samples (validation and
training set) was used to train the network, each of which lasted 45 s, and the test set
consisted of 58 songs with an average duration of 243 s. The capability of the NN was
measured by the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) value (see Table 1 for details).

In Table 1, examples of studies concerning emotion/mood representation and their
automatic classification are presented. In addition, it should be noted that various metrics
are used in evaluating classifier effectiveness. Typically, accuracy, but also sensitivity,
specificity, false-negative rate, and F-measure are also investigated for the models [44].
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Table 1. Examples of studies with regard to emotion/mood representation and their automatic classification.

Author Method Emotion Model Input Data Form Results

Orjesek R.
et al. [17]

CNN-RNN
(one-dimensional CNN,

time-distributed
fully-connected layer and

bidirectional gated
recurrent unit)

V/A Raw audio files
RMSE (Root Mean Square Error):

Valence—0.123 ± 0.003
Arousal—0.116 ± 0.004

Er et al. [18]

Two neural networks
(VGG-16, AlexNet) and
two classifiers (softmax,

SVM)

Four classes Chromatograms Accuracy approx. 89%

Yang Y.-H.
et al. [19]

FKNN (Fuzzy k-Nearest
Neighbor) V/A Feature vector Accuracy 70.88%

FNM (Fuzzy Neural
Network) V/A Feature vector Accuracy 78.33%

Bargaje M. [45] GA+SVM V/A/L Feature vector Accuracy 84.57%

Sarkar R. et al. [46] Transfer learning Happy, Anger, Sad,
Neutral Mel-spectrogram Accuracy 77.82 ± 4.06 %

Pandeya et al. [6] 2D/3D convolution
six distinct classes: excited,

fear, neutral, relaxation,
sad, tension

Mel-spectrogram Accuracy 74%, f1-score of 0.73

Seo and Huh [47] SVM/random forest/deep
learning/kNN

‘Happy, Glad,’ ‘Excited,
Aroused,’ ‘Sad, Angry’

and ‘Calm, Bored.’
mapped on valence and

arousal model;

Feature vector

Accuracy 73.96%/69.01%
72.90%/70.13% for k = 5

Av. match of 73.96% between the
proposed method and the survey

participants’ responses

Cuningham et al. [48] ANN Valence and arousal model Feature vector Accuracy: 64.4% for arousal and
65.4% for valence

Tong, L. et al. [49] CNN/SVM Valence and arousal model Spectrograms Accuracy for CNN model: 72.4%
Accuracy for SVM model: 38.5%

Panda, R. et al. [50]
Simple Linear Regression

(SLR)/KNN/Support
Vector Regression (SVR)

Valence and arousal model Feature vector

Accuracy for SLR: 54.62% for
arousal and 3.31% for

valence/accuracy for KNN:
61.07% for arousal and 11.97%
for valence/accuracy for SVR:
67.39% for arousal and 40.56%

for valence

Hizlisoy, S. et al. [51]
Long short-term memory

deep neural network
(CLDNN)

Valence and arousal model Feature vector Accuracy: 91.93%

Chaudhary, D. et al. [52] CNN/SVM Valence and arousal model Spectograms Accuracy: 91%

Yang, J. [53] Back propagation Valence and arousal model Feature vector
RMSE (Root Mean Square Error):

Valence—0.1066/Arousal—
0.1322

Another method of NN training is by using a 2D representation; this approach was
employed by Er et al. [18]. They proposed training the neural networks with chroma-
grams [18]. The developed algorithm was based on the classification of emotions from
only four classes of emotions—joy, sadness, anger, and relaxation. In the experiment, two
neural networks (VGG-16, AlexNet) and two classifiers (softmax, SVM) were tested, and
the combination that gave the best results in terms of the classification of emotions was
selected. For the purpose of training the neural network, two datasets were prepared, the
first one consisting of 180 audio samples with a duration from 18 to 30 s available in the
Soundtracks database and the database prepared by the authors, which consisted of 400
samples, to which 13 respondents were asked to assign labels associated with one of the
four classes of emotions. The next step was to train the neural network with a set of 30 s
sets of chromatograms and to extract four features, which were classified using two tested
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classifiers. The accuracy of the classification of emotions was measured and resulted in
approximately 89% [18].

Yang’s work focused on the use of the Thayer model of emotions, but the network
was trained based on the parameterization of an audio dataset (195 songs), which was
converted to 22.05 kHz, 16 bit, as well as mono PCM WAV encoding and normalized in
terms of the volume level [19]. Subjective tests were also prepared, in which 253 volunteers
took part. Their task was to assign an appropriate emotion to a given musical excerpt [19].
The training and testing processes were carried out on 114 parameters contained in the
feature vector. The conducted subjective tests allowed for the division of the set into a test
set and a training set on a 9:1 scale. Then, various combinations of algorithms, data spaces,
and feature spaces subjected to the inputs of the system responsible for regression for a
given dimension of the valence–arousal plane were compared [19].

Lastly, Amiriparian et al. [28] presented a study based on a fusion system of end-
to-end convolutional recurrent neural networks (CRNN) and pre-trained convolutional
feature extractors for music emotion and theme recognition. Especially interesting is the
concept of the deep spectrum [28]. This study outperformed the challenge of MediEval
2019 Emotion & Themes in the Music task [28].

This short background overview certainly does not exhaust the research carried out
in the area; however, it was directed at showing that all “ingredients” of the emotion
classification differ between studies. Therefore, emotion models, audio representations,
methods, presentation of results, as well as application goals diverge within the research
related to emotion classification.

3. Methodology

The experiment consisted of two parts. In the first one, we designed an Internet-based
survey to perform mapping of emotions from the Epidemic Sound dataset in the model
proposed. The second part introduced a machine learning approach to the classification of
emotions contained in film music. A detailed flowchart of the experiment is depicted in
Figure 2.
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3.1. Subjective Tests

The primary purpose of the survey was to map the emotion model from the se-
lected music database to the proposed model of emotions. In addition, subjective tests
were conducted to support data labeling from the set used for training and testing the
neural network.

The main assumptions of the conducted online survey concerned its duration (max-
imum 20 min), duration of an audio sample (15 s was assumed), and the number of
responses (the survey should contain more than 40 responses). Constructing the question-
naire form was divided into three main steps, the first of which involved the selection of
an emotion model to accompany the classification.

3.1.1. Emotion Model Proposal

The psychology of color in film production is used to evoke emotions and impressions
in viewers, hence the essence of including the color meaning in the model of emotions. The
models mentioned above, even if commonly used in the literature, were not suitable for
this research study due to the lack of emotion representation evoked by film music and its
correlation with the film genre.

In preparing the model of emotion, two assumptions were taken into account: the
model should not be complicated and, at the same time, it should be adapted to the subject
of a film. The literature review enabled us to select a model that would reflect the nature of
the problem and allowed emotions to also be correlated with color [28].

As mentioned earlier, the model proposed by Plewa and Kostek is based on a model
of eight emotions correlated with eight colors in four different quadrants. On its basis, it
was decided to construct a model that would meet the criteria of the conducted research.
However, this model was extended by one additional emotion label—the emotion of fear
was assigned to the color black [28] (see Figure 3).
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3.1.2. Survey Preparation: Music Dataset and Questionnaire Form

The main criterion for selecting music film tracks was getting music tracks of high
quality (.wav file). For the experiment, music pieces were selected from the Epidemic Sound
online database [51]. This dataset allows for searching music based on the class of emo-
tions/mood. Music pieces from the Epidemic Sound database were selected subjectively
based on listening to dozens of songs from each class and selecting the best representations
of mood data, qualifying them for the creation of the survey and the dataset needed for
training the algorithms. Music pieces from 19 different moods were chosen from the
database, and then, the adjectives describing the songs were remapped using the created
online survey [54].
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The questionnaire form was constructed with the use of Google Forms in two variants
(hereinafter referred to as A and B); each variant contained 21 sections, which allows the
respondents to complete the survey within 20 min. All survey participants gave their
consent to include their responses in the study. In Figures 4–6, the constructed web survey
user interfaces are shown.
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In the first part of the questionnaire, the respondents specified their age, experience
with music, and gender. In the following 20 sections, the respondents answered the
question related to listening to the 15 s fragment of the studied piece:

• How do you feel after hearing this?—possibility to choose: one of the nine emotions
from the assumed model;

• Any other feelings?—optional answer, also one of nine emotions from the assumed
model to choose from;

• What color would you assign to the song?—possibility to choose: one of the nine
colors of the assumed model.

The respondents received random variants of the questionnaires (A or B). These
variants were generated in order to collect a greater variety of responses. In addition,
so-called anchors were included in the questionnaires, i.e., pre-defined answers in line with
the theoretical approach; if for two of the four anchors, the respondents’ answers were
contradictory, such a record was not taken into account.

3.2. Automatic Emotion Classification in Film Music

The implementation of the emotion classification algorithm in film music was divided
into several stages. The first one was the preparation of data gathered from the results of
the survey—it allowed the selection of tracks used to generate a set of 2D representations,
i.e., mel-spectrograms, for the process of training and testing the network. In the next
step, several neural networks were tested to select the most suitable deep learning model
for the emotion classification task. The last step describes the process of constructing an
application to use the implemented classification system.

3.2.1. Choosing Data and Programming Language Environment

The Python language was chosen as the programming environment with which the
Keras and Tensorflow platforms integrate. After selecting music pieces from the music
database, pairs of emotion descriptors were assigned to them, as seen in Table 2.

Table 2. Mood/emotion descriptors.

• angry
• angry–dark
• angry–epic
• dark–mysterious
• dark–suspense
• dreamy–floating
• epic–hopeful
• epic–mysterious
• euphoric–dreamy
• happy–euphoric
• happy–glamorous
• happy–hopeful

• happy–relaxing
• hopeful–euphoric
• hopeful–sentimental
• hopeful–smooth
• laid back–glamorous
• laid back–sentimental
• mysterious–floating
• mysterious
• mysterious–sneaking
• mysterious–suspense
• relaxing–laid back
• relaxing

• romantic–sad
• romantic–sentimental
• romantic–sexy
• sad–dreamy
• sad–relaxing
• sad
• sad–sentimental
• sentimental–floating
• sexy–laid back
• smooth–laid back
• sneaking–suspense

Among the available music pieces from the Epidemic Sound database, 420 were
selected; they were the basis for the construction of the dataset. It was decided to employ
mel-spectograms with a logarithmic amplitude scale as a representation of the audio
signals. This form of sound representation combines a perceptual frequency scale and
a logarithmic scale of the sound intensity level, thus reflecting the subjective way that
humans perceive sound.

Then, a script that generates mel-spectograms was prepared. The script allows for
setting the width and height of the 2D representation in pixels, the length of the signal
window to be analyzed in seconds, and the analysis window shift step in seconds. Each
track is uploaded with the sampling frequency Fs = 22.05 kHz. The next step was to assign
labels to the generated mel-spectograms. The labels contain information about the degree
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of membership of each class in the proposed model to the 19 emotions from the Epidemic
Sound mood model (see Table 2). Table 3 shows the set size for all generated datasets with
different parameters.

Table 3. Parameters of the generated datasets.

The Length of the Window
Analysis [s] Length of Analysis Windows [s] Number of Images in the Set

30

2 29,495
4 15,011
5 12,045
6 10,191
8 7801

10 6336

15 10 7007

Each of the sets was prepared for three sizes of 2D representations: 224 × 224,
299 × 299, and 331 × 331. Six of the seven datasets contained mel-spectrograms rep-
resenting 30 s of music fragments.

3.2.2. Choosing Neural Network

The motivation behind using CNNs was three-fold. First, CNNs can lead to improved
performance by allowing a parallel computation of results. CNNs have sparse interactions,
which are accomplished by making the kernel smaller than the input, so we rely on the
architecture and characteristics of CNNs. However, more important was employing mel-
spectograms with a logarithmic amplitude scale because such a representation can reflect
the subjective way that humans perceive sound. CNNs are mainly used in image-related
problems, where the data can be represented as a 2D matrix, so such neural networks use
convolutions where the result is a map of features—features that may be imperceptible to
the human senses and difficult to extract but that can provide critical information about
the musical excerpt being analyzed. Furthermore, the third aspect considered was the size
of the training, validation, and test sets, i.e., raw audio samples require significantly more
space than images.

As already mentioned, the main criterion for selecting a neural network was the
possibility of assigning a 2D representation to the input. Moreover, the already existing
network model had to be modifiable to detect nine classes of emotions—this assumption
was especially true for the last layer of the dense architecture. From the networks available
on the Keras platform, five were selected [55]:

• Xception—the size of the input image 299 × 299;
• VGG19—the size of the input image 224 × 224;
• ResNet50V2—the size of the input image 224 × 224;
• NASNetLarge—the size of the input image 331 × 331;
• Inception V3—the size of the input image 299 × 299.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Survey Results

In total, 180 respondents participated in the subjective tests, of which four records
were eliminated due to anchor failures. The analysis was performed for the total of
questionnaires A and B. In the first step of the investigation, answers to the question “How
do you feel after listening to this?” were summed for each of the 19 emotions studied.
Similarly, summing was also performed for the question about colors. The participants’
answers for several emotions are shown below, i.e., in Figure 7—histograms of the responses
for matching emotions with Epidemic Sound, and in Figure 8—histograms of the responses
for matching emotions with colors.
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Emotions from the Epidemic Sound database were gathered and normalized to the
range [0, 1] in matrix form, thus obtaining the labels used for training, validation, and
test sets.

In Table 4, the mapping of the emotions from the Epidemic Sound database to the
proposed mood model is shown. The labels correspond to those contained in the Epidemic
Sound dataset. This table should be read through the values contained in the rows as they
signify the relationship between both emotions models. The rows represent the emotions
from the Epidemic Sound dataset; the columns represent the emotions from the color
model. The emotion (shortened) labels contained in Table 4 are given in Table 5.
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Table 4. Mapping emotions from the Epidemic Sound database to the proposed mood model.

agr cal dep ene exc hap rel sad sca

ang 0.233 0.0114 0.0057 0.6363 0.0739 0.017 0 0 0.0227
dar 0.0227 0.1705 0.0114 0.0568 0.2898 0.0057 0.0852 0.0511 0.3068
dre 0.017 0.3751 0.017 0.0739 0.1364 0 0.3011 0.017 0.0625
epi 0.0455 0.017 0.0114 0.5056 0.3693 0 0 0.0057 0.0455
eup 0.0455 0.0114 0.0057 0.6249 0.0739 0.2159 0.017 0.0057 0
flo 0.0057 0.4376 0.017 0.0398 0.142 0.0057 0.267 0.0852 0
gla 0.0227 0.1534 0 0.3808 0.017 0.1591 0.25 0.017 0
hap 0.0341 0.0909 0 0.3522 0.2045 0.2614 0.0398 0.0114 0.0057
hop 0.0194 0.2365 0.031 0.1124 0.0698 0.2364 0.2054 0.0891 0
lai 0.0227 0.3636 0.017 0.0795 0.0341 0.0625 0.4035 0.0114 0.0057

mys 0.0114 0.1193 0.0284 0 0.233 0.0227 0.0398 0.0966 0.4488
rel 0 0.5795 0.0227 0.0057 0.0114 0.0114 0.3068 0.0625 0

rom 0.0284 0.3581 0.0568 0.1534 0.0284 0.0795 0.2159 0.0795 0
sad 0.0057 0.267 0.1591 0.0114 0.0114 0.0114 0.1136 0.409 0.0114
sen 0.0185 0.237 0.1 0.0111 0.0222 0.0407 0.1667 0.3705 0.0333
sex 0.0227 0.3807 0.017 0.0455 0.0398 0.0284 0.4375 0.0284 0
smo 0.0398 0.3352 0.017 0.0114 0.0341 0.0682 0.4772 0.0114 0.0057
sne 0.017 0.0966 0.0341 0.0795 0.4546 0.017 0.0455 0.0398 0.2159
sus 0.0739 0.0284 0.0057 0.108 0.3693 0.0057 0 0.0284 0.3806

Table 5. Short names for labels used in Table 2.

ang angry
agr aggressive
cal calm
dar dark
dep depressive
dre dreamy
ene energized
epi epic
eup euphoric
exc excited
flo floating
gla glamorous
hap happy
hop hopeful
lai laid back

mys mysterious
rel relaxed

rom romantic
sad sad
sca scary
sen sentimental
sex sexy
smo smooth
sne sneaking
sus suspense

The chi-square test was used to indicate statistically significant differences in emotion–
emotion pairs from the 19 selected emotions from the Epidemic Sound database. The test
result aided in the later selection of songs in the training and testing processes. The results
of the chi-square independence test were presented in a triangular matrix (see Table 6); the
first three letters of the emotion name are the same as in Table 5. Pairs of emotions marked
with “X” denote no statistically significant differences between them. The significance level
α was assumed to be 0.001 because we decided that the standard value of 0.05 was not
discriminating enough. That means, e.g., that mysterious may be identified as sneaking and
dark, and floating as laid back and sexy.
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Table 6. Results of the chi-square test for 19 emotions from the Epidemic Sound database (labels are the same as shown in
Table 5).

dar -
dre - -
epi - - -
eup - - - -
flo - - X - -
gla - - - - - -
hap - - - - - - -
hop - - - - - - - -
lai - - X - - - - - -

mys - X - - - - - - - -
rel - - - - - X - - - - -

rom - - - - - - - - X X - -
sad - - - - - - - - - - - - -
sen - - - - - - - - - - - - - X
sex - - X - - X - - - X - X - - -
smo - - - - - - - - - X - - - - - X
sne - X - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
sus - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ang dar dre epi eup flo gla hap hop lai mys rel rom sad sen sex smo sne

Pearson’s r correlation coefficient was used to test the correctness of the color-emotion
connection in the proposed model. This test checked the strength and direction of the cor-
relation between the studied variables. In order to carry out the emotion–color comparison,
the occurrences of emotions from the proposed model were counted for each of the mapped
emotions from the Epidemic Sound database [51], as well as for the colors. Both groups of
counts (emotions and colors) were compared in pairs on a peer-to-peer basis, thus checking
both the correctness of assigning the colors to the emotions in the proposed model as well
as the correct emotion–color connections. The test results are shown in Table 7; the values
in the table correspond to the Pearson’s correlation coefficient r. The diagonal of Table 7
shows the values of the r coefficient for the combination of emotions and the color used in
the model.

Table 7. Pearson’s correlation coefficient r for emotions from the proposed model and color assignment.

Red Blue Purple Orange Yellow Light
Green

Dark
Green Gray Black

Aggressive 0.84 −0.529 −0.169 −0.073 −0.127 −0.345 −0.275 −0.297 0.483

Calm −0.616 0.833 −0.012 −0.052 0.01 0.49 0.292 0.182 −0.504

Depressive −0.246 0.366 −0.228 −0.17 −0.146 0.014 0.469 0.845 0.127

Energetic 0.754 −0.663 −0.208 0.37 0.382 −0.142 −0.641 −0.581 −0.004

Exciting 0.192 −0.322 0.179 −0.25 −0.273 −0.307 0.084 0.059 0.396

Joyful −0.161 −0.252 −0.222 0.711 0.945 0.654 −0.435 −0.291 −0.388

Relaxing −0.501 0.521 0.248 0.199 0.109 0.441 0.196 −0.023 −0.571

Sad −0.235 0.391 −0.255 −0.186 −0.105 0.057 0.502 0.864 0.182

Scary −0.002 −0.21 0.135 −0.422 −0.49 −0.506 0.369 0.324 0.76

The r value is interpreted as follows:

• [0; 0.3]—weak correlation;
• [0.3; 0.5]—moderate correlation;
• [0.5; 0.7]—strong correlation;
• [0.7; 1]—very strong correlation;
• If r is positive, then the x and y values are directly proportional;
• If r is negative, then the x and y values are inversely proportional.
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Therefore, one can observe that joyful is strongly correlated with yellow, sad is strongly
correlated with grey, and there is a weak correlation between calm and yellow.

The results of the statistical analysis of the survey responses indicate the acceptability
of the proposed emotion model consisting of the classes energetic, exciting, joyful, relaxing,
calm, depressive, sad, scary, and aggressive. They also confirmed a strong correlation
between the selected emotions and the colors assigned to them. The selection of the emotion
model was a significant and fundamental step for the entire workflow. In fact, the nature
of the chosen model dictated the work methodology for the next steps in implementing
the classification system. The results also demonstrate that the number of the emotions
taken into account could be reduced by discarding the classes depressive (expressed by
the sad and calm emotions) and aggressive (included between the exciting and energetic
emotions). The addition of the scary feeling and the assignment of the color black turned
out to be a proper modification of the prototype of the proposed emotion model.

4.2. CNN Model Training

The accuracy of the trained models was assessed using a test set. The measure of
accuracy proposed by the Keras module—binary class comparison for maximum values
on the output and label—turned out to be insufficient. Therefore, we proposed our own
test based on sorting the values returned by the model in descending order, sorting the
label values for the test object in descending order, and checking whether the first three
emotions for the values from step 1 are among the first three emotions for the values from
step 2. For example: for the list [a, b, c] from step 1 and the list [c, a, b] from step 2, it is
100%, while for the comparison of lists [d, e, a] and [a, c, b], the accuracy was 33%. The test
results were supposed to help select the most promising models in the subsequent stages
of learning. Thus, some models and hyperparameters were discarded or changed due to
poor performance in all training stages.

In the first stage of training and testing of the neural networks (NNs), some models
were found to exceed the hardware capabilities available. Thus, VGG19 was discarded,
NASNetLarged was swapped for InceptionResNetV2, and the Xceprion input image size
was reduced to 224 × 224. After successful training, it was found that for a learning rate
of 10−5 and 10−6, it is not possible to minimize the error, and overfitting can be observed
for the learning rate 10−6. For these reasons, the vector of the learning rate values was
limited to [10−3 10−4]. The assumed patience value turned out to be too small—the neural
networks ended the training process too early. Reducing the value of the learning coefficient
saved time in the training processes as part of a task with a greater value of patience. In
the second stage, it was checked how the change of this value affects the number of epochs
achieved by each of the neural networks. Examples of the training outcomes for the second
stage are presented in Table 8. Preliminary analysis of the results allowed the learning rate
of 10−3 to be dropped.

Table 8. Results of the second stage of the NN training.

Name of Model Xception ResNet50V2 InceptionResNetV2 InceptionV3

Batch size 32 16 32 64
Learning rate 10−4

Accuracy—training dataset [%] 99.82 98.32 98.33 96.89
Accuracy—validation dataset [%] 96.66 96.37 94.48 94.63

Accuracy [%] 59.49 59.9 60.38 62.95
Own test [%] 77.26 76.7 75.77 77.3

Number of epochs 100 100 100 83

In the third stage of the training process, the coefficient of 10−4 was selected for each of
the networks. In addition, it was decided to check the accuracy of the trained convolutional
networks with the use of a different training set. For this purpose, the existing training
set was modified—a set consisting of 30 s fragments and a 10 s step was generated (so far,
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with a step of 5 s), and additional training and testing sets were generated consisting of 15
s musical fragments (with steps of 10 s). Each of the models was trained twice; examples of
comparisons of the results of the training processes carried out are presented in Table 9.

Table 9. Results of the third stage of the NN training.

Name of Model Xception ResNet50V2 InceptionResNetV2 InceptionV3

Batch size 32 16 64 64
Learning rate 10−4

Length of excerpt in learning dataset [s] 30 15 30 15 30 15 30 15
Accuracy—training dataset [%] 97.47 97.85 91.16 95.57 98.95 97.42 96.52 93.25

Accuracy—validation dataset [%] 82.49 79.29 64.15 72.26 76.43 73.13 87.8 59.96
Accuracy [%] 58.18 55.61 53.6 57.84 63.47 61.98 61.04 59.96
Own test [%] 76.58 74.52 73.45 73.14 76.24 74.52 75.63 74.55

Number of epochs 100 99 19 40 69 48 97 29

In the final stage of training, an additional training set was generated, consisting of
30 s fragments with an 8 s step. The training was performed twice for each of the models:

• The first time with the patience value of 20, fragment lengths of 30 s, and a step of
10 s—the maximum number of epochs was set to 150;

• The second time with the patience value equal to 15, the training set with a length of
30 s, and a step of 8 s—the maximum number of epochs was set to 150.

The achieved accuracy values of the algorithms did not increase from stage to stage.
Therefore, it was decided to complete the training process after stage four. The network
accuracy after stage four is presented in Table 10. Comparison of accuracy measures for
the four best models after the fourth stage of the NN training is contained in Table 11.

Table 10. Results of the fourth stage of the NN training.

Name of Model Xception ResNet50V2 InceptionResNetV2 InceptionV3

Batch size 64 16 64 16
Learning rate 10−4

Learning dataset Length of excerpt = 30 s
Shift = 10 s

Length of excerpt = 30 s
Shift = 8 s

Accuracy—training dataset [%] 98.43 99.63 98.64 97.25
Accuracy—validation dataset [%] 90.54 87.63 89.17 93.16

Accuracy [%] 60.86 59.9 61.11 61.66
Own test [%] 76.58 75.57 77.9 78.71

Number of epochs 150 150 141 68

Table 11. Comparison of accuracy measures for the four best models after the fourth stage of the NN training.

Model Name Xception ResNet50V2 InceptionResNetV2 InceptionV3

Cosine similarity 0.8695 0.8720 0.8717 0.8892
Mean absolute error 0.4735 0.4756 0.4573 0.4299
Mean squared error 0.0649 0.0632 0.0630 0.0542

The model with the greatest similarity to the expected values is the InceptionV3
network architecture.

5. Application Construction

The proposed application consists of two main parts: the acquisition and pre-processing
stage, and the classification of emotions stage (shown in Figure 9). The entire algorithmic
engine is contained in a simple graphical interface. The first step of the system is to verify
the uploaded file. The correctness of the file is checked (minimum length 30 s and a .wav
file), the file is converted to mono format, and the sampling frequency is set to 22,050 Hz.
Then, using the Librosa library, a mel-spectogram with amplitude on a logarithmic scale is
generated. The input of the trained InceptionV3 network model is a 299 × 299 PNG image.
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After its processing, nine values appear in the softmax layer, which represents the degree
of assignment of the processed music excerpt to each emotion from the proposed model.
Then, the output values are clustered to isolate the three emotions best suited to the song. In
Figures 10–13, interfaces of the engineered application are presented showing the working
principles, i.e., the start window after clearing all data entered (Figure 10), an example of the
application window in which a file is open and loaded (see Figure 11), and two mel-spectral
signal analyses along with an example of the classification results for two chosen film music
excerpts (Figures 12 and 13).
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Figure 11. An example of the application interface showing the audio file loading. Its description (in
Polish) denotes opening and loading a music file.
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pieces are presented. Informal subjective tests provided emotion assignment as a ground 
truth. 

Table 12. Results of the application and subjective responses. 

 
Beginning of 
the Fragment 

Choose 1  Choose 2 Choose 3 
Emotion  [%] Emotion  [%] Emotion  [%] 

Main Theme 0 Energetic 36.59 Exciting 17.26 Joyful 15.29 
African Rundown 0 Energetic 35.32 Exciting 29.05 Scary 16.04 

Dumbledore’s Farewell 15 Calm 29.64 Relaxing 23.2 Sad 18.39 
Time 10 Exciting 27.0 Scary 20.68 Calm 17.46 

Who is She 42 Energetic 30.77 Joyful 18.53 Exciting 17.19 
Seizure of Power 20 Energetic 48.18 Aggressive 16.46 Exciting 15.29 

Flesh-16374 0 Scary 40.16 Exciting 28.09 Calm 11.11 
Auschwitz_Birkenau 0 Calm 30.39 Sad 18.38 Relaxing 17.31 

Discombobulate 20 Energetic 48.29 Exciting 22.32 Aggressive 12.69 
Ragnar Says Goodby to 

Gyda 0 Calm 25.32 Sad 20.08 Relaxing 16.96 

Figure 13. An example of the signal analysis and the classification results performed by the con-
structed system. Results show that three similar classes of emotions, i.e., exciting, scary, and energetic,
were assigned by the application to a particular film music excerpt.

Below, in Table 12, the results of system classification for ten different film music pieces
are presented. Informal subjective tests provided emotion assignment as a ground truth.

Table 12. Results of the application and subjective responses.

Beginning of
the Fragment

Choose 1 Choose 2 Choose 3

Emotion [%] Emotion [%] Emotion [%]

Main Theme 0 Energetic 36.59 Exciting 17.26 Joyful 15.29
African Rundown 0 Energetic 35.32 Exciting 29.05 Scary 16.04

Dumbledore’s Farewell 15 Calm 29.64 Relaxing 23.2 Sad 18.39
Time 10 Exciting 27.0 Scary 20.68 Calm 17.46

Who is She 42 Energetic 30.77 Joyful 18.53 Exciting 17.19
Seizure of Power 20 Energetic 48.18 Aggressive 16.46 Exciting 15.29

Flesh-16374 0 Scary 40.16 Exciting 28.09 Calm 11.11
Auschwitz_Birkenau 0 Calm 30.39 Sad 18.38 Relaxing 17.31

Discombobulate 20 Energetic 48.29 Exciting 22.32 Aggressive 12.69
Ragnar Says Goodby to Gyda 0 Calm 25.32 Sad 20.08 Relaxing 16.96

The system predictions are satisfying regarding its results of classifying emotions from
film music compared to the subjective emotions assigned for music pieces. These results
should be read as follows, e.g., “African Rundown,” “adrenaline-pumping track” [56]
of the Casino Royale movie with the music score by David Arnold, an English composer,
contains action cues based on “African rhythm, staccato brass, and tense strings” [56]. So,
in such a case, we can easily say that the overall outcome is the sum of partial results
assigned by CNN to energetic, exciting, and scary, giving 80.41% accuracy. Analyzing the
exploratory results of the application, it can be seen that further work should concentrate
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on creating a new questionnaire to verify a larger number of musical excerpts through their
subjective assessment in terms of the emotions evoked in the respondents and comparing
them with the results obtained by the application. Moreover, subjective tests may also be
processed employing non-statistical (soft computing) methods as assigning emotion to a
given music track should not typically be crisp, referring to only one label [57].

6. Conclusions

In this work, a database of musical works was created, which was used in the process
of training and testing a neural network model. This was related to the preparation of
an application for automatically assigning emotions to a given film music excerpt. A
model of emotions suitable for film music was proposed. Labeling musical pieces was
carried out on the basis of subjective tests and a statistical analysis of the survey results.
Employing a survey helped to map emotions between our model and emotions from the
Epidemic dataset. The results of the statistical analysis of the answers obtained in the
survey process proved the acceptability of the proposed model of emotions for film music,
consisting of nine classes: energetic, exciting, joyful, relaxing, calm, depressive, sad, scary,
and aggressive. We consider this an achievement, as most known emotion models cannot
be transferred directly to film music as they lack some of the labels related to film genres.

Several convolutional neural network-based models were tested toward automatic
emotion assignment for an excerpt of the film music. The best-tested model—InceptionV3—
solves the problem of classification of emotions in film music very well, and the obtained
prediction accuracy after four tuning steps can be considered satisfactory, so the second
goal to create an application that automatically assigns emotions was also fulfilled.

As previously stated, the application prepared for film music emotion classification
should be further checked by creating a new questionnaire to verify a larger number of
musical excerpts through their subjective assessment to check whether there is a stable
relationship between the emotions evoked in the respondents and the results obtained by
the application.

Finally, the whole project has an experimental character—at each stage of work,
changes could be made that may affect the classification accuracy of the algorithm. Fu-
ture plans include adjustment of the emotion model and replacement of the used neural
network with a custom one. In addition, it is expected that other methods of selecting
the hyperparameters used in the training process will be used. It is also planned to use
different neural network architectures (along with a diverse data representation) and to
compare the results with those obtained by using a convolutional neural network.
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